


The Location
Created during the last ice age ten thousand years ago The Cape and Islands are known to geologists as
Glacial Moraines. They are the result of large deposits of rock and soil that piled up where the glacier
stopped on its Southward advance. They remained in this location for centuries and deposited the
bedrock and earth scraped from places as far North as Labrador before warming climate caused the
glacier to retreat Northward again. As a result, Massachusetts has this Eastward extension jutting thirty
miles out into the Atlantic and catching the passing warmth of the Gulf Stream. This moderates these
low and sandy outposts with weather that is cooler in the Summer and warmer in the Winter compared
to the rest of the state.

The Cape and Islands are a throwback to a gentler time when sea captains, fisherman, and merchants
lived on the fruits of the ocean and shared a tight community bond. With few exceptions these villages,
beaches, and dunes still invoke the same feeling that they have for centuries. If you ignore the Summer
tourist crowds, the real undisturbed nature of these unique places remains. The photographer is well
advised to concentrate on those images that transcend time and transport us to that slower way of life.

Equipment to Use
The equipment you choose to use is not restricted by this location. There are no mountains requiring
telephoto lenses to zoom in on the village in the valley. There are no steep hills to climb or unusual
terrain to capture. Most of your photography will be outdoors without the need for flash.  Therefore any
camera will capture the scenes before you. So, use your DSLR or just your phone. Both will give you
great results with a few tips for composition and subject selection. Just one caution. The Cape and
Islands are sandy and the air is laden with the smell and taste of the surrounding ocean. These minute
particles of sand and salt can get into your camera and cause trouble. Most vulnerable are the DSLR
cameras with their interchangeable lenses. Therefore shield them when changing lenses. Your best
practice is to choose a single lens for the location and place it onto the camera inside a building, bus, or
car before entering the environment. When not in use keep your camera protected in a case and avoid
exposing it to windy conditions that blow sand and salt-filled air against it. For this reason, phones with
their tight seals provide the best option. Most phones have wide angle lenses and cropping can make a



photo look the same as if were taken with a telephoto lens. So, don’t be afraid to leave the expensive
camera in its bag and simply use your phone at the beach.

What to Photograph
If you were in the mountains those vast vistas from above would be memorable. However, in a low
seaside environment it’s the long sandy beaches, the curving wind formed sand dunes, marshes and
inlets where the ocean invades the land that present the scenes you’ll want to capture. Here the secret to
great images is to look for the details. Photograph how the light enhances the natural scenery. Get close
to tidal features. Use beach grass, marsh flora, and water shapes to create unique designs. In the villages
capture the clapboards with paint peeling from relentless Winter winds and Summer sun. Show the
unique architectural features of this old New England landscape. Show the window sills with their
flower boxes, the doors and hardware from a Victorian era long forgotten elsewhere. Remember that a
great photograph evokes emotion. If something catches your eye and makes you feel as if you want to
remember it then push the shutter. The best photographers capture what makes them feel emotion. They
shoot for themselves. Often others will also find a special meaning later when viewing their images. If
you are with a group the day is well planned for you. Your guides will get you to the best places to
experience your location. But it is up to you to capture the photos that will keep the trip in your memory
for years. Stop, shoot, catch up.



Fun Facts – Cape Cod and The Islands

The Pilgrims first landed in
Provincetown at the tip of Cape
Cod, not Plymouth. After scouting
across Massachusetts Bay, they
decided to move to Plymouth for
its abundant fresh water and
arable soil.

Cape Cod is technically an island due to the
Cape Cod Canal. Built more than a hundred
years ago to shorten the sea route between
Boston and New York, the Cape Cod Canal is
the widest sea level canal in the world. With
no locks, the current changes direction twice
each day and can reach speeds of seven knots.
(That’s a hair over eight miles a hour.) The
canal and its bridges are maintained by the US
Army Corps of Engineers.

Martha’s Vineyard has been a popular vacation
spot for modern day Presidents. Both Presidents
Clinton and Obama brought their families here
many times to relax, play golf and enjoy its
beauty. The Island has also been the home of
many famous people including Jackelyn
Kennedy Onassis, John Baluchi, as well as
James Taylor and Carley Simon.

Nantucket was once the epicenter of
America’s whaling trade. From here ships
would sail throughout the world’s oceans for
up to two years at a time in search of the oil
rich mammals. Whale oil burned clean in
lanterns leaving no soot or odor.



How the Professionals Take Memorable
Photographs

There are many techniques well known to professional photographers but rarely understood by the
general public. These simple tips make the photograph draw in the viewer and emphasize important
features. I conduct classes on these techniques which can take many sessions. I’ll mention a couple of
the most common and easiest tips here that I’m sure will improve your composition.

Weather
Some of the best photographs are made when the weather is bad. Fog adds drama. The best color is just
before sunrise and after sunset. Rain evokes emotion and hides dirty streets. The next time you watch a
movie see how often city streets are wet. Film crews wet them down on purpose. Overcast skies soften
harsh shadows and improve portraits. Bright sun can add interesting shadows to give depth and contrast
to otherwise dull objects.

Other than keeping your camera dry and safe from contaminants, don’t be afraid to photograph in all
kinds of weather and lighting conditions. We live our lives in all types of weather, and need to be
comfortable taking photographs no matter what conditions are presented to us. Remember, you are an
artist, not a snap-shooter. Take your time. Walk around and look for the best vantage point. You want to
look for the design, the unique light, and the emotional composition.



Rule of Thirds:
Imagine your scene divided by four lines. Two are horizontal and each is one third of the way from the
top and bottom edges respectively. Your scene is now separated into three equal thirds horizontally.
Now imagine adding two similar lines dividing the scene into thirds vertically. The result is a grid made
of two horizontal and two vertical lines which cross each other in four places. The Rule of Thirds
suggests that you will improve the scene’s composition if you place the primary feature near one of the
four places where the lines cross. See the example below.

This is a very old technique used for centuries by the great painters and master photographers. Which of
the four crossings you choose depends on what you wish to emphasize. If there is a dynamic colored sky
such as would be seen at dawn or dusk then put the primary feature near one of the two lower crossings
to show more sky. If the sky is not that dynamic emphasize the foreground by choosing one of the upper
crossings. The primary function of using the Rule of Thirds is to avoid boxing in the scene by centering
the main subject. Using this composition
opens up the scene and places strong
emphasis where you want it.

There are times when the Rule of Thirds
is not the best composition. Centering
the scene to emphasize symmetry is
sometimes the better composition. For
example, with strong reflections or
building facades, centering will give a
mirror impression of the same features.



Leading Lines:
This technique is powerful because it lets you control where the viewer will look. Leading lines can be
obvious such as a walkway or subtle such as roof lines or the position of objects. Leading lines need not
be straight. A curving shore that leads toward a dock or lighthouse will guide the viewer to the main
subject. Also, leading lines can come from any direction, not just the bottom, but also from the side or
even the top of the photo. Finally, many leading lines will add to the effect, not disrupt it. So, walk
around and position yourself to take advantage of natural and man-made lines that help to draw the
viewer into your photographs. See the example below.



Foregrounds:
One of the most common mistakes people make is to eliminate foregrounds from their photos.
Foregrounds are important to give us a sense of location. Otherwise we are boundless like birds.
Foregrounds lock us to our natural place, the ground and then add an ability to frame the photo on the
bottom. Then by adding just a bit more framing such as a tree trunk on one side and an overhanging
branch we provide the viewer with a perspective that feels natural and correct.

Foregrounds are also a great way to add color to a scene. Crouch down behind a flower pot or clump of
Spring blossoms and you will give exciting color to enhance your photo. Probably the most useful
reason to include a foreground is to hide distracting and unwanted elements. You’re shooting a beautiful
vista or a town square but people keep getting in the way. Just look for a sidewalk flowerpot, monument,
or bush to cover the people while still showing the primary subject of the photo.



Post Processing:
Most good photos are edited. This isn’t cheating as many people assume. It’s being creative.
Photography is an art form. As with any art the result comes from the artist manipulating the medium to
create a desired feeling. Photographs have been edited since the beginning of photography. First in the
darkroom and now on a computer or phone app. Brightness, contrast, color, and composition may all be
corrected to invoke the emotion felt by the photographer when the photo was taken. An unedited photo
is not a “Pure” photo. It is just the result of the assumptions built into the camera at the factory. All
cameras assume certain general, and frankly common conditions, and will adjust the exposure to meet
that middle ground. But good photos are rarely middle-of-the-road. They express subtle lighting.  They
use focus to emphasize key features and de-emphasize distractions. For example, without editing the
factory settings will show snow as dull gray instead of it’s brilliant white tone. So, expect to edit your
best photos. It’s easy and I’ll give you suggestions in the appendix. With this in mind shoot knowing
that you can straighten a tipped horizon later. Don’t wait for the perfect composition because you can
crop and create it later.

The color photo was taken against a
bright background which put the bride’s
face in shadow.

With some simple adjustments to
brightness, contrast, and color the
poor photo became a cherished
reminder of that special day.



Appendix:

Carl Spence is a photographer with more than 50 years of
experience and a deep love for the natural environment. Known for
his sweeping landscapes of our National Parks and other North
American vistas, he also greatly enjoys passing on the experience
and knowledge that he has garnered over a half century.

Carl shares his knowledge through classes, lectures, videos and
mentoring. If you’re interested in learning more about photography
please download his free class companion book
Eight Secrets to Great Photographs. You may also watch his video
made at the Dexter Grist Mill on Cape Cod,
How to Photograph on Location.

To view more of Carl’s work please visit,
CarlSpencePhotography.com

Recommending Software and Apps:
For desktop computers Carl recommends Photoshop Elements. If you want more editing capabilities
with an easy interface, Carl recommends the Nik Collection by DxO as an add-on. For tablets or phones
he recommends Snapseed which is available at your app store.

Credits:
Cover photo of Gay Head and Gay Head Light by Kaitlyn Shinney Farina. Wedding photo by Jen
McAteer. All other photographs by Carl Spence.
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https://www.carlspencephotography.com/free-ebook-eight-secrets-to-great-photographs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVWegGjy-4Y
https://www.carlspencephotography.com/
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